**Formal Semantics and Formal Pragmatics**

**Final Program (as of May 22) for Participant Presentations**

**MGU, May-June 2009**

**May 8:** 17 minutes each, including discussion.

16:20 Katya Garmash – Conventional Implicatures connected with Russian sam
16:37 Egor Kashkin – definiteness in Erzya: pragmatic factors related to generic and predicate uses
16:54 Maria Usachieva – Spatial case in Uralic languages.
17:11 Julia Zinova – presupposition projection problems

**17:45 – 18:05 Tea**

18:05 Daria Popova – Alternation between factive and non-factive interpretations of certain complement-taking verbs in Russian, (ja vizhu, kak ... / ja vizhu, chto ... / ja ne vizhu, chtoby ... )
18:22 Masha Khachaturyan – entailments and implicatures of aspectual forms
18:39 Sergey Balashov -- Expressives and their behavior under negation, questions, etc., in Russian and maybe English
18:56 Lera Ponomaryova – Japanese pronoun forms

**May 15: (in seminar)**

Mariya Khudyakova and Anastasia Linnik – Presupposition and anaphora. Analysis of some Russian and English (corpus) materials

**May 22: (in seminar)**

Oleg Belyaev – The semantics of noun-determination in Persian
Olga Nikitina – Modality and implicatures in Russian dative-infinitive constructions (Мальчику скоро спать, Нам не успеть на поезд)
Pavel Rudnev – Interaction of perspective/ point of view (indexical, logophoric, etc) and anaphora in Avar

**June 5: (in seminar, which will start at 16:30!)**

Oksana Masyagina -- Aspectual selection and negation in Mandarin Chinese
Vera Stolyarova – Russian spatial deixtics
(Plus normal “seminar” – last chance to ask questions about anything whatever!)